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This documentation contains proprietary information and trade secrets of Northern Spirits Biosciences Group Inc. This 
information may not be copied, sold, given, uploaded, posted, transmitted or otherwise made available to any other individual or 
organization without the express written consent of Northern Spirits Biosciences Group Inc. 

Disclaimer  

This document has been prepared by Northern Spirits Biosciences Group Inc. (the “Company”) solely for information purposes. This 
document does not constitute an offering document. This document is the sole responsibility of the Company. Information contained herein 
does not purport to be complete and is subject to certain qualifications and assumptions and should not be relied upon for the purpose of 
entering into any transaction in relation therewith. The information and opinions contained in this document are provided as at the date 
hereof and are subject to change without notice and, in furnishing this document, the Company does not undertake or agree to any 
obligation to provide recipients with access to any additional information or to update or correct the document.  

Forward Looking Information  

Certain of the information contained in this presentation may contain “forward-looking information”. Forward-looking information and 
statements may include, among others, statements regarding the future plans, costs, objectives or performance of the Company, or the 
assumptions underlying any of the foregoing. In this presentation, words such as “may”, “would”, “could”, “will”, “likely”, “believe”, “expect”, 
“anticipate”, “intend”, “plan”, “estimate” and similar words and the negative form thereof are used to identify forward-looking statements. 
Forward-looking statements should not be read as guarantees of future performance or results, and will not necessarily be accurate 
indications of whether, or the times at or by which, such future performance will be achieved. Forward-looking statements and information 
are based on information available at the time and/or management’s good-faith belief with respect to future events and are subject to known 
or unknown risks, uncertainties, assumptions and other unpredictable factors, many of which are beyond the Company’s control. The 
Company does not intend, nor does the Company undertake any obligation, to update or revise any forward-looking information or 
statements contained in this presentation to reflect subsequent information, events or circumstances or otherwise. 

Forward-Looking Statements 



To change the perception, alter 
stereotypes and to create awareness 
around marijuana production and usage 
to non-traditional patients, current users 
and investors of this fast growing 
industry. This will be achieved through 
the implementation of professional, 
structured and robust production 
methods with a laser focus on enhanced 
research and development, including an 
unequivocal commitment to quality and 
adherence to all industry regulations 
and laws.  

The vision 
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Market Opportunity 



Canadian Cannabis Market by the Numbers 

$5.6B 
Approximately 4.9 million 
Canadians used cannabis and 
consumed more than 20 grams 
of marijuana per person in 2017, 
spending a total $5.6 billion on 
the product, according to 
estimates from Statistics 
Canada. 

$6.5B 
Legal cannabis sales could reach 
$6.5 billion by 2020, according to 
an estimate from a CIBC report 
published in May of 2018. The 
report also predicted cannabis 
sales could top sales of spirits, 
with the potential to yield $1 billion 
in EBITDA (earnings before 
interest, taxes, depreciation, and 
amortization). 

$22.6B 
According to a report published by 
Deloitte, the Canadian cannabis 
ancillary market, which includes 
testing  labs and infused product 
makers, is expected to reach 
between $12.7 billion and $22.6 
billion annually. 
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Scalable production facilities and advanced cultivation 
techniques to increase production capacity to meet 
anticipated demand. 
 
Strong emphasis on enhanced research and development 
(R&D) capabilities with a strategic focus on standardization 
within the cannabis industry. 
 
Provide premium services and products to a large 
customer base, including the development of a portfolio of 
best in class branded products. 
 
Strategic partners across the globe to provide quality 
product at scale. 
 

In June 2018, the Canadian Senate aligned on the 
legalization of recreational marijuana by passing Bill C-45, 
also known as the Cannabis Act. 

Provinces are responsible for establishing appropriate 
regulations, pricing and distribution channels (i.e. physical 
stores, online etc.). 

The new legal framework takes a public health approach to 
cannabis legalization and regulation: 
 

ü  better prevent youth from accessing cannabis; 

ü  displace the illegal cannabis market; and 

ü  protect public health and safety with product quality 
and safety requirements for cannabis. 

 
LPs will be authorized to produce marijuana for medical 
and recreational purposes. 

  

Canadian Legalization 
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Global Footprint 
Leveraging NSBG’s experience and Canada’s reputation as a leader in the cannabis space to 

create a global footprint through acquisitions and join venture partnerships with like minded 
companies across the globe.  

Unique Products & Services 
Development of best in- class products 
designed for both medical and recreational 
users. 

Strategic Partnerships 
Establishing partnerships with non LPs/
cannabis focused companies from a wide 
range of industries to develop and distribute 
cannabis based products on their behalf.  

Enhanced R&D 
Becoming a leading, vertically integrated 

R&D and standardization company within 
the cannabis industry.  

Passionate Management  
Motivated and passionate management 

team with extensive quality, regulatory, and 
operations experience in cannabis, natural 

health products, medical devices and 
pharma industries. 

NORTHERN SPIRITS BIOSCIENCES GROUP (NSBG) 
Key Differentiators 
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Development of proprietary and unique branded 
products for medical and recreational markets. 

Product Development  

Capability to cultivate and produce own cannabis 
plants in state-of-the-art NSBG owned licensed 
production facilities. Utilizing in-house branded 
nutrients/fertilizers/seeds.   

Cultivation 

Product sales through various distribution channels  
(i.e. online, Ontario Cannabis Store (OSC) etc.)  

Distribution 

Ability to conduct R&D in NSBG owned and operated 
hi-tech science labs with in-house PhDs and chemists.  

Research and Development 

Breeding and availability of various varieties of 
cannabis strains, inclining proprietary ones.  

Seed Bank 

Vertical Integration 
Seed-to-Sale 

One of the main advantages of vertical 
integration is to no longer be fully dependent on 

suppliers, along with their costs and 
unpredictability. 

Independence 
Vertical integration provides NSBG with the 
ability to control costs more closely allowing 
NSBG to provide competitive pricing, which 
translates to increased consumer demand 
and a greater bottom line. 

Lower Prices 

As product demand grows so will NSBG. The larger NSBG 
gets, the more cost effective it will be to produce product. 
Consolidated management across business functions will 

also help reduce overhead. 

Economies of Scale 

1

2 3

4

NSBG’s control over most aspects of operations, 
including the cultivation of raw materials, gives NSBG a 
great advantage over its competitors that tend to be 
heavily reliant on multiple external suppliers.  
. 

Market Control 

Advantages 

Seed-to-Sale 
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Canada is currently the only G7 country to fully legalize marijuana 
and NSBG believes that this provides domestic players a first-mover 
advantage to supply and serve international markets. NSBG is 
aggressively seizing this unique opportunity to establish a global 
leadership role in the industry at a time when many jurisdictions are 
considering legalizing cannabis. NSBG is currently in dialogues with 
multiple companies within Europe - including the Netherlands and 
Greece – to name just a few locations.     

Global Leadership 
The legalization of medical and recreational marijuana in Canada 
has polarized the country and garnered the attention of foreign 
governments around the world, and where there is currently a 
global shift towards the general acceptance of cannabis as a 
legitimate alternative to conventional prescription-based drugs.       

Global Shift  

Canada 
With headquarters and main 

production facilities located in  
Canada, NSBG is well positioned 

to serve the North American 
market.  

Europe 
NSBG is currently in open 
discussions with European 
companies (i.e. Netherlands, Greece 
etc.) with the intent to strategically 
acquire and enter into joint venture 
partnerships.  

Global Footprint 

“Emerging markets overseas will offer 

significant earnings potential to 

successful companies.”  - PwC 
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Legalization Phase 2 

Canada’s cannabis market is in its infancy, with limited licensing and product 
distribution channels available. Companies that will be first to produce and offer 
high quality cannabis products, that meet all regulatory compliance standards, will 
own a market that possesses high-barriers to entry; which can be attributed to 
rigorous federal/provincial regulations.  

Despite all the excitement and preparatory work leading up to the legalization of cannabis, 
demand is immensely surpassing supply in Canada. NSBG believes that success in Phase 
2 will only be achieved by well-capitalized companies who have managed to get a head 
start on R&D, product development and standardization. NSBG is working industriously to 
meet the high market demand through strategic partnerships, acquisitions and permissible 
distribution channels to get ahead of the curve in anticipation for Phase 2.  

Head Start 

While the large cannabis producers have been focusing on getting ready for the October 17, 
2018 legalization (Phase 1), NSBG is thinking ahead to Phase 2 (Fall 2019). This milestone 
will expand the products available to consumers under the Cannabis Act to include edibles, 
topicals, beverages, concentrates (oils) and other cannabis products. 

Consumer Products 

Post October 17, 2018 Legalization Opportunities 
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Facilities 



Production Facility 
Buds Botanicals 
NSBG recently entered into a binding MOU to acquire 
100% of Buds Botanicals, a boutique company that 
provides facilities and specialized services for individuals 
with ACMPR licenses to grow their designated/prescribed 
quantities of marijuana. 

NSBG will be submitting an application with 
Health Canada to become an LP with plans to 
exponentially expand the Uxbridge production 
facility while undergoing the LP application 
process. This will allow for the immediate 
capability to begin production of high quality 
plants once the LP designation has been 
granted. 

LP Application 

As part of the Buds Botanicals acquisition, NSBG 
will attain a multi-level 4,000 sq. ft. fully functional 
marijuana production facility located on 10 acres in 
Uxbridge, Ontario. – Plans are currently under 
development to expand operations at the Uxbridge 
property through the construction of a new state-of-
the-art 20,000 sq. ft. production facility.  

Existing Facility 

In addition to the marijuana growing area, the Buds 
Botanicals facility also includes space for harvesting, 
processing, testing, packaging and safe guarding. These 
activities occur indoors and at the same site where the 
marijuana is produced.  

Activities 

NSBG’s facility follows and complies with all 
mandatory security procedures and specific 
regulatory provisions, including the implementation 
of monitoring and detection services/equipment, 
access control, intrusion detection and other forms 
of physical security (e.g. perimeter fencing).  

Security 

The facility was selected, designed and 
developed with the assistance and counsel 
of top industry professionals including 
master growers.  

Selection of Property 
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Uxbridge Facility Expansion Plan 
PHASE 1 
Q1 2019  
FACILITY UPGRADE 

PHASE 2 
Q3 2020 

NEW BUILD 

4,000 sq. ft. 

20,000 sq. 
ft. 
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PHASE 1 

PHASE 2 

Get a modern PowerPoint  Presentation that is 
beautifully designed. I hope and I believe that this 

Template will your Time.   

Property 
10 Acres 

4,000 sq. ft. 

20,000 sq. ft. 

Uxbridge, Ontario 14 



Life Science 



Pharmacology and Genetics 
Pharmacology and genetics will 
form the two main components 
of NSBG’s business model.  

05 

Clinical Trials 
NSBG drug discovery lab will actively be involved in exploring anxiety 
and pain-related indications for various cannabinoid and terpene 
combinations, formulations with an aim to enter into  and conduct 
clinical trials.  

Pharmacology 
NSBG will be allocating resources responsible for 
researching how to deliver predictable sensations for 
consumer products for both the medical and recreational 
markets.  

Prefer higher THC levels in order to get the desired 
effect. However, CBD levels should also be present to 
counteract the effects of THC and might reduce the 
anxiety effects of too much THC, especially if the end 
user is not a habitual cannabis user.  

Recreational: 

By finding the right balance of the THC and 
CBD a patient can achieve therapeutic 
treatment without experiencing an unwanted 
euphoria. 

Medical: 

Oil Extraction 
The future of medicinal cannabis is in concentrates (oils, distillates etc.). NSBG has 
the know how and expertise to  extract CBD in its purest form via supercritical CO2 
technology, which is a process that uses pressurized carbon dioxide to pull the 
desired phytochemicals from a plant, and is widely considered the most effective 
and safest plant extraction method in the world.  

16 

Nanotechnology 
NSBG will be utilizing proprietary forms of nanotechnology to develop medical and 
recreational cannabis based products that are more easily absorbed by the body. 
Nanoparticle delivery systems will greatly improve consistency, accuracy and faster 
desired effects than typically expected/experienced with traditional oral and topical 
cannabis products. 



Although NSBG will be cultivating high quality marijuana plants, 
the primary focus is not on becoming a commodity based 
cultivation company / LP. Instead, our goal is to be a leading, 
vertically integrated R&D and standardization company within the 
cannabis industry. This will be realized in-house and via strategic 
university partnerships. 

Principal psychoactive 
ingredient of cannabis, which 
means it is the cannabinoid 
responsible for the “high” or 
euphoria. Non-psychoactive, lacking the 

“high” patients experience when 
using THC. 

The current prescription based model where doctors, with 
minimal to no knowledge of medical marijuana, are simply writing 
prescriptions for patients to go and purchase marijuana products 
on their own is not sustainable as there is no definitive way of 
actually monitoring the dosage/administration  of such drug 
products. 

The prescription and administration process is primitive and 
without accurate dosage there is no definitive way that a patient 
can ensure that they are in fact consuming the correct prescribed 
amount of cannabis (i.e. CBD vs THC). 

Research and Development  
Industry Leaders 

CBD 

THC 

Generally provides a sense 
of deep body relaxation.  

Indica 
Tends to provide a more 
energizing experience 

Sativa 
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Discovery Labs 

Along with standardizing the final product 
(i.e. oils, edibles, topicals, beverages, 
concentrates etc.) and compositions of 
different cannabis plants, there needs to be 
testing to ensure that those standards are 
being met. 
 
NSBG’s lab intends on becoming  the 
standard  for the industry. 
 
Health Canada has shown an interest in 
partnering with a reputable lab(s) to 
establish standardization protocols, 
parameters and process. 
 
Talks to discuss such standardizations are 
currently underway with Health Canada via 
one of NSBG team members, who is a well-
known and respected expert in the medical 
marijuana licensing space. 

NSBG’s focus on R&D is one of the main 
aspects that differentiate us from other 
companies / LPs within the cannabis 
spectrum.  
 
There is very limited data about the effects 
of CBD and/or the effects of hybrid strains 
on the human body.  
 
Even though CBD seems to be universally 
accepted as the main chemical of choice 
for medicinal purposes, one cannot rule 
out the effects of THC in the appropriate 
concentration. 
 
The most effective concentration of CBD 
and THC, to successfully treat a 
respective ailment is best determined 
through comprehensive R&D and clinical 
trials 

As an R&D focused company, intellectual 
property is key to NSBG’s strategy.   
 
We intend on filling multiple patents with a 
goal of licensing our technology. 
 
We also aim on encompassing the 
lifestyle, recreational, homeopathic, and 
pharma markets. 
 
NSBG also plans on introducing our 
genetics, proprietary products and 
processes to different countries over the 
next 1 to 2 years. 

Standardization R&D Licensing 

There needs to be testing to ensure that 
market standards are being met 

Ongoing research will allow us to be 
leaders in the cannabis R&D space Create our own branded products 
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Branded Products 



Consistency 
Consistency is core to any brand. As the market 
opens up and expands to allow for the production 
and sale of edibles, topicals, beverages and 
concentrates, the industry will require R&D and 
testing to ensure the uniformity and accuracy of 
the listed compounds (i.e. THC, CBD) within these 
products. 
 
NSBG is committed to solve the consistency 
issues inherent with cannabis products, with a 
goal of changing the negative stigma associated 
with such products. 

Export 
Creating an unique portfolio of high quality “best in 
class” branded products  will allow NSBG to enter 
into the wholesale and export markets, which are 
highly untapped at the moment.  
 
There is a significant opportunity in the wholesale 
exports market for creating a strong brand base.  
 
In addition to undergoing rigorous internal quality 
testing, all NSBG’s fresh, dried, oil and drug 
products will be subjected to all applicable Health 
Canada / U.S. Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA) testing and approval processes.  

Awareness 
Create strong brand awareness, customer loyalty 
and confidence in all NSBG’s products.  
 
NSBG will focus on the end-to-end consumer 
experience.  
 
Targeting highly-specific audiences/ consumers 
within the medical and recreational cannabis 
space will result in improved engagement, 
increased brand loyalty, and a higher number of 
direct sales.  
 
Additionally, creating strong brand recall in past, 
current, and prospective customers will lead to 
improved brand engagement.  

Unique Portfolio of Branded Products 
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The drug development, or Pharmaceutical Division, will focus on developing cannabis 
based medicine, pursuing the approval of Health Canada and FDA for drugs with specific 
indications utilizing CBD as the active pharmaceutical ingredient (API) for the treatment of 
a wide range of medical conditions. 

Pharmaceuticals 

NSBG’s Consumer Products Division will focus on manufacturing, marketing and selling 
cannabis products to a range of market sectors. This includes inhouse developed brands/
products. Additionally, NSBG looks to utilize its future LP status to partner with non LP 
companies from a wide range of industries (i.e. confectionary, beverages, baked goods, 
health and beauty etc.) to develop and subsequently distribute cannabis based products 
on their behalf.  

Consumer Products 

NSBG will develop a channel sales strategy to drive growth in the higher-margin e-
commerce, national accounts, mid-market accounts and private label branded products 
segments. Health Canada has strict guidelines regarding advertising for LPs. NSBG is 
committed to establishing sales and marketing strategies that create product awareness 
without breaking any advertising rules. 

Channel Sales Strategy 

Distinct Brand Segments 

1 

2 

3 
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Solutions and Services 



The combination of innovative technologies, tools and 
support services can transform cannabis focused 
companies into cost effective and efficient entities, 
capable of achieving organizational growth. However, 
most small and medium enterprises (SMEs) do not have 
the capacity or resources to implement such innovations 
that would allow them to reduce operational costs while 
maintaining quality.  
 
NSBG is passionate about the cannabis industry as a 
whole, and aims to leverage its existing vertical 
integration, expertise and knowledge to generate 
significant supplemental revenues. This will be realized  
through the development and offering of a wide range of 
world class cannabis related ancillary solutions and 
services geared towards assisting prospective and 
existing cannabis companies, including SMEs, to reduce 
costs and optimize performance.  
 
NSBG will work with defined budgets and resources to 
derive solutions and provide services that best meet 
varying companies diverse needs and objectives, 
allowing them to re-invest their incremental funds to drive 
their business. 

Reduce costs and optimize performance 

Develop in house 
proprietary technologies 
and applications (Apps) 
that can improve quality, 

increase production, reduce 
cost, enhance customer 

experience and retention.  

Technology 

Offer individuals and 
businesses with an 

extensive online catalogue 
of various products (i.e. 

nutrients, fertilizers, 
hydroponic equipment, 

tools etc.) for all types of 
cultivation related activities 

and needs. 

Ecommerce 

Leverage economies of scale 
through the establishment 

and management of 
authorized qualified vendors 
to provide goods/services to 

participating LPs for a defined 
period on terms and 

conditions, including pricing, 
set out by the cooperative. 

Cooperative 

Provide strategic 
assistance and an array 
of end-to-end services 
to both private sector 

companies and 
governments. 

Consulting 

Solutions and Services 
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Timelines 



Key Milestones 

January 2019 
Submit LP application 

February 2019 
Detailed review and  initiation 
of security clearance process 

Winter 2019 
Finalize facility build 

Spring/Summer 2019 
License to cultivate 

License to produce 

Summer 2019 

Disclaimer:		This	timeline	serves	as	a	general	guide	of	key	milestones	anticipated	with	respective	projected	high	level	target	dates.	

Summer/Fall 2019 
Secure maximum  number of 

clients  for cannabis  production, 
R&D and clinical trials 

Fall 2019 
Product innovation with 

development of specific strains  
and branded products 

Winter 2020 
Begin clinical trials 

Spring 2020 
Ramped up commercialization and 

distribution of products 

Winter 2021 
Expand production  facility 
capacity to meet growing  

demand 
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Financials 



Uxbridge Facility 
Cost to acquire Buds 

Botanicals and upgrade 
Uxbridge production facility. 

Working Capital  
Costs associated  with 

production activities including 
cultivation, product 

development, R&D and 
clinical trials. 

$5.000.000 

$1.500.000 

$3.500.000 

Global Opportunities 
Cost to expand global footprint 
through joint ventures and 
acquisitions. 

$10	Million	initial	raise	at	$0.20	a	share		

Funding 
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R&D  

Oil Extraction 

Branded Products  

$0 
$5.000.000 

$10.000.000 
$15.000.000 
$20.000.000 

2019 2020 2021 
$0 

$5.000.000 
$10.000.000 
$15.000.000 
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$25.000.000 
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$0 
$2.000.000 
$4.000.000 
$6.000.000 
$8.000.000 

2019 2020 2021 

$0  

$50.000.000  

2019 2020 2021 
Revenue Gross Margin  EBITDA  

Consolidated Financials Financials by Segment  

Gross Margin 

Cultivation 

$0 
$1.000.000 
$2.000.000 
$3.000.000 
$4.000.000 

2019 2020 2021 

Revenue 

Year Revenue Gross Margin EBITDA 

2019	 $5,219,000	 $3,966,440 $678,470 

2020	 $22,453,800	 18,412,116 $14,819,508 

2021	 $55,296,600	 $38,707,620 $35,942,790 

Segment 2019 2020 2021 
R&D  21% 36% 43% 
Branded Products 17% 26% 33% 
Oil Extraction 18% 16% 12% 
Cultivation 36% 15% 7% 
Solutions & Services 8% 7% 5% 

Total 100% 100% 100% 
* Table above depicts the annual % breakdown of the consolidate financials by segment. 

Revenue Projections 
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Solutions & Services 

$0 

$1.000.000 

$2.000.000 

$3.000.000 

2019 2020 2021 

Percentage of profits will be 
reinvested in  company 
development and expansion. 

Business will generate 
sufficient cash flow  to support 
expansion activities. 



Revenue projections 
rely on acquiring  

greater market share 
via expansion of 
Edmonton and 

Uxbridge production 
facilities 

Expansion 
Continuous growth of 
cannabis production 

projected over the next 
3 years.  

Production 
The sale and export of 
unique portfolio of high 

quality best in class 
branded products  will 

allow NSBG to 
generate increased 

revenues.  

Branding 
R&D and clinical trials 

will play an integral 
part in achieving 

strategic and overall 
organizational growth 

Science 

Financial Assumptions 
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The Team 



With over 13 years of experience in procurement, 
strategic sourcing and contract negotiations, 
Simon brings a wealth of knowledge and 
expertise in accelerating business growth and 
leading strategic direction.   

Prior to founding his boutique management 
consulting firm, Simon held various senior 
procurement positions in  the Federal and 
Provincial governments (OLG, MPAC) and within 
some of Canada’s largest and highest profile 
companies (Loblaw Companies Limited, IBM).  

Simon has been a keynote speaker on multiple 
procurement, strategic sourcing and contract 
management topics and was also recognized by 
the University of Ottawa’s Telfer School of 
Management as an “Alumni in the Lead”. 

John created systems and procedures to assure 
quality guidelines and a clear path to market, free 
from concerns for regulatory compliance issues. 

Aiding companies facing FDA and Health Canada 
audits, providing swift and positive resolutions are 
also core strengths of John.   

John pioneered and executed process control 
and documentation requirements for controlled 
substance manufacturing to cGMP standards and 
facilitated support of applications from “License to 
Cultivate” to “License to Distribute”.  

John has consulted on and provided direction 
and guidance on the risk acceptability and 
outcome of quality issues.   

Aram began his successful career in the early 80s in 
the pharmacy sector.   

Aram made a name for himself, as someone to be 
watched and respected, for such accomplishments 
as founding the first internet pharmacy and later, 
with an impressive 6+ pharmacies in his hands, 
timing the perfect exit as he sold to the largest retail 
pharmacy in Canada. 

His experience is diverse and extends beyond the 
pharmacy sector and into various other industries. 

 He is provincially and federally licensed.  

Leadership Team 

Simon Nasr 
CEO 

John Simon 
Sr Vice President, 
Regulatory Affairs 

Aram Tourikian 
Director, Pharmaceuticals 
& Bioscience 
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Growing is in Tomasz’s DNA. He attributes his love for horticulture to the time spent working 
alongside his father on the family farm in his native country of Poland. After immigrating to Canada, 
Tomasz began his career as a machinist. However, his passion for plants never seemed to escape 
him.  

As the Canadian government began to permit medical cannabis cultivation, Tomasz strategically 
started transitioning his skills set to this new industry. His strong background in farming and his 
machinist experience were complimentary and valuable assets. About 10 years ago, Tomasz began 
experimenting with different cannabis grow techniques and eventually perfected his very own 
hydroponic system.  

Tomasz is passionate about his plants and truly believes in the healing power of cannabis and 
strives to provide patients and recreational users with the highest quality buds.  

When Tomasz is not found in a grow room, he is most likely somewhere fishing. 

Meet the Master Grower  

Tomasz Dolecki 
(also known as U.F.O.) 

Master Grower 
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direct line: +1 (647) 296-1417 
simon.nasr@northernspiritsbiosciences.com 

www.NorthernSpiritsBiosciences.com 

simon nasr, ceo 
Thank You 


